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INTRODUCTION 

Under the terms of UNIDO Contract 71/29 a survey of the Zenica Mining 

and Metallurgical Combine was conducted by the Bruce Payne & Associates' 

team in conjunction with counterpart personnel from the Yugoslav Centre 

for Industrial Organization and Development, the Zenica Kombinat and 

representatives of the United Nations Industrial Development Organization. 

The general objectives of the Bruce Payne survey were threefold: 

1. To Identify management problems, 

2. To suggest general solutions. 

3. To develop the skills and expertise of the Centre personnel. 

Because of the limited duration of the survey and its broad scope it is 

neither feasible nor desirable to include definitive solutions to specific 

problems identified in our report.   Rather, the emphasis is on suggesting 

programs which Zenica should initiate to obtain more effective manage- 

ment by developing better information systems, better controls and better 

communications within the organization. 

The Zenica Kombinat consists of ten producing locations (SOURs), plus 

headquarters and sales offices.   During the course of the survey, field 

irla« wore made to nine of the ten producing locations •§ wall as the 

Kombinat headquarters, and the Belgrade sales office.  The only location 

not visited was the new mine at Radovan,  The locations visited were 

selected as being completely representative of the total Kombinat by 

¿oint agreement with the representatives of Bruce Payne 4 Aeeocietes, 

lacer »orated, the Centre, lenice and UNIDO. 

••«ce   »*«•«   • »•••«•**•• 
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fht •»•clfic location! visited by ««oh team member are as follows: 

Visited by Duller with Bures and Pa aio: 

1. Zanioa 

2. Bihac 

3. Ljubia 

4. DoboJ 

S. Mrkonjic Grad 

Visitad by Bower with Bodrasic, Kancir and Krdsalic 

1. Varas 

2. Hijas 

3. All pa sin Most 

Visitad by DtVoss: 

1. Zanica 

Visitad by Dmidsa (Zanica Oroanisatlort Group): 

1. Novi Sad 

2. Bsograd (ofHot) 

Visitad by Ksnrtr (Centre « Marketino): 

••      WR^wi seal 
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Throughout the survey emphasis was placed on training and Instruction 

of counterpart personnel in consulting and management techniques. 

Presentations were made by each of the resident team members as follows: 

Bower: Systems Development, Computer Techniques and Marketing 

Dulfer: Industrial Engineering and Measurement and Control 

DeVoss:       Maintenance Controls, Workloads, and Spare Parts 
Control 

Shays: Systems Methodology, IDEALS Concept 

A work shop seminar for personnel from the Centre and Zenica was also 

held in Belgrade on June 28 to include Centre personnel who were not 

participating directly in the sub-project.   Each of the BP&A representatives 

conducted sessions in the area of their specialty plus presentations by the 

Bruce Payne & Associates team director on organization, consulting techniques 

and methodology. 

Excellent on-site cooperation.was obtained from all project personnel. 

Language differences created very great problems with communicating and 

the understanding and translating of records and data available from the 

Kombinat.  We estimate that the necessity of translating voluminous material 

reduced the amount that could be accompli shod in the time available during 

D» survey by approximately 50%.  This factor must be seriously considered 

Hi pi sewing futura assignments of this nature. 



I.       SUMMARY OF MAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS 

During the course of the survey conducted at Kombinat Zenica under 

the terms of UNIDO Contract 71/29 we were able, with the counter 

part teams, to identify and categorize many problems.   The difficulties 

encountered involve practically all areas of the Kombinat and are in 

various forms. However, we believe that solutions involve four general 

areas. 

A.       Organization 

The organisation structure should be clarified in the areas of 

responsibility and accountability so that expertise at the Kombinat 

level is more directly available to the SOURs.   This can be 

accomplished without loss of profit responsibility at the SOUR 

level which should continue to be leflected in workers personal 

income.   Until this important policy question of centralization vs 

decentralization has been resolved it is Impossible to clearly 

define responsibility and accountability and the relation of Kombinat 

ataff to operating areas (SOURs). 

There should be fewer deputy directors, and heads of sectors re- 

porting directly to the General Manager.   This can be accomplished 

by »eking a deputy director responsible for groups of functions in 

the commercial areas, slmlliar to those now responsible to the 

Technical Director. 

»»«••»••Art» 



Clearly defined lines of communication mutt be established from 

Directora to all areas of the Kombinat.   Responsibility, and 

authority must be made clear for all levels of both line and staff 

management. 

B»      System and Sub Systems for Total Management Information 

In order to support an effective organization, an adequate total 

information system is required.   The system must provide each 

manager with the information he needs to make correct decisions 

without burying him under masses of data.   More efficient systems 

for collecting data and distributing Information must be developed 

to serve the needs of all levels of management. 

C.     Means 

In order to achieve the above objectives it is necessary to 

•stabllsh an integrated systems effort at the Kombinat level.   The 

means to achieve a good and effective organization supported by 

an information system are: 

1.      Develop a computer system and operating department. 

This group should initially establish priorities and begin 

applications design for the new computer.   The objective 

should be to program» compile and test programs prior 

to delivery of the computer. 

• AMCC    H*NI   *   *»«QC»ATC» 
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I.      Develop a well trained systems function for the estab- 

lishment of methods, measurement and control of the 

administrative and office work.   This group should be 

trained in systems and methods work with emphasis on 

"on-the-job training" and should refine manual methods 

and establish standards of performance and staffing 

criteria for all clerical and administrative tasks. 

3. Establish a strong industrial engineering function on the 

Kombinat level which would develop methods for production, 

maintenance and material handling.   Technological 

standards should also be developed as a basis for planning, 

scheduling, measureme.it of operating efficiency and the 

determination of individual incomes.   The objective of 

this department should be to increase the utilization of 

manpower to the extent that all new equipment can be 

operated without additional personnel. 

• DUCt    f*AVNt   •  ASSOCIATES 
«NCO»PO«ATCO 



II.      ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE 

A.      Olerai 

The organization structure of Rudarsko-Metalurskl Kombinat- 

Zenica has been charted and studied.   In making these considerations, 

attention was focused on the needs of the Kombinat and the best 

way to satisfy these needs within the framework of the socio- 

economic system as it exists in Yugoslavia today.   The cooperative 

teams had over 100 interviews and developed over 200 organization 

charts supporting the organizational conclusions and recommendations 

of this report. 

The present organization of Zenica does not maximize the use of 

its resources in planning for future development, research and 

growth. 

Our study is concerned solely with the structure of the organization 

in terms of reporting relationships and the definition of responsi- 

bility by activity and function.   Because there is no present 

information system as such, details on communications media are 

not available and communications media will be defined along with 

the development of the information system. 

We concur with the decision that Kombinat Zenica should be a 

unitary organization.   The ten SOURs are in no way uniform nor can 

they operate in a completely independent manner.   Some furnish 

raw materials exclusively, some make finished products using 

Zenica steel.   There is a very great disparity in the size and so- 

phistication of the units.   For these reasons a corporate structure is 

essential in forming the Kombinat. 

BRUCE     PAYNE    a   ASSOCIATES 
INCORPORATED 



On the other hand, we also appreciate the value of preserving 

the SOURs as profit or cost centers to motivate workers and 

managers and to permit workers to share in accordance with their 

productivity.   We feel that the relation between contribution and 

personal earnings should be strengthened.   Since SOURs do not 

control their commercial activities, and since steel prices are 

controlled, profit may not be the best criteria of success at all 

SOURs.   Fulfillment of plans and attainment of cost objectives 

may be preferable as measurements since revenues in some cases 

are beyond the control of SOUR management. 

line and Staff Functions 

The most significant development   in modern organization structures 

it the growing delineation between line and staff functions.   The 

line organization at Zenica should serve to maintain descipline end 

stability and the staff at Zenica should serve to bring expert infor- 

mation.   The growing technology of management in large organizations 

requires specialists in various fields such as quality personnel, 

•cheduling, standards, systems, maintenance, and the technical 

aspects of production.   No single individual can be expert in all 

areas and the staff provides specialization in diverse fields of 

expertise.   The staff function is generally strictly advisory. 

• KUCK    PAVNK   •>   ASSOCIATES 
INCORPORATED 



The »e parat ion of line and staff functions also tends to reinforce 

the principle of balance.   For example, the responsibility for 

quality is separated from responsibility for quantity (production) 

so that there is no temptation to sacrifice quality.   The responsi- 

bility for measurements should also be separated from those being 

measured so that objectivity and accuracy is maintained. 

In the Kombinat all SOURs cannot maintain complete technical staff 

of high quality, yet there is a need to bring to each SOUR the 

best technical ability available in the Kombinat.   We suggest that 

heads of staff functions at the Kombinat level should have authority 

and be accountable for staff in their fields of competence throughout 

each SOUR. 

C.      Zenica Klmblnat Organization 

The principal problem with the existing organization structure of 

Zenica Kombinat, is the violation of the principle relating to span of 

control.   This principle is concerned with the number of individuals 

who should report directly to a chief executive.   Usually it is con- 

sidered inadvisable for more than six to eight individuals to report 

directly to the General Manager.   There are eighteen directors, 

heads of sectors and SOURs who report directly to the General Director. 

This multiplicity of individuals responsible to the General Director 

must result either in overburdening the Director or in his lack of 

control in many areas.   (See Exhibit I.) 

ligCC    MYNC   a   ASSOCIATE» 
INCORPORATCO 



A second problem liei in the duplication of functional responsibility 

between the Kombinat and SOUR levels.   Clear definition must be 

made« for example, between the head of the Metallurgical Sector 

Kombinat level and the head of SOUR Zenica and his chief of the 

metallurgical sector.   There is an excess of individuals who operate 

in advisory capacities relative to the actual operating heads who 

have no clear authority and responsibility. 

We recommend that the two problems can be resolved by the 

expedient of using the level of organization between deputy directors 

and operating areas which are functional group heads.   These 

functional group heads should be directly responsible for specific 

functions at each location.   This would result in seven organization 

levels between the general director to the workers which does not 

appear excessive for an organization of the size and complexity of 

the Zenica Kombinat.   The levels might be designated as follows: 

1 

1 

3 

4 

S 

• 

7 

I 
I 
1 
4 

General Director Zenica Kombinat 

Technical Deputy Director 

Metallurgical Group Head 

Metallurgical Sector Head - Zenica 

Open Hearth Superintendent 

Shift Foreman 

Charging Machine Operator 

or 

General Director Zenica Kombinat 

Technical Deputy Director 

Fabrication Group Head 

SOUR Manager 

• HUCC    PAYNC   «   ASSOCIATES 
INCORPORATED 
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S, Department Superintendent 

f. Shift Foreman 

7. Machine Operator 

or 

1. General Director 

2. Deputy Director 

3. Manager of the Organization Department 

4. Manager of EDP Department 

5. Deputy Manager of EDP Department 

6. Chief of Division - Keypunch 

7. Keypunch Operator 

The same general organization structure should be established 

throughout the organization.   For example, an electrical main- 

tenance group head who reports to the technical director should 

be directly accountable for all electrical maintenance in the 

Kombinat.   The persons in charge of maintenance at each location 

should be responsible to the maintenance group head in all matters 

related to their technical specialty.   For administrative matters 

and for discipline, local personnel should continue to report to 

local SOUR or sector heads. 

The principle of dual accountability in organization whereby staff 

personnel are responsible to the corporate level in technical 

matters and to the local manager in administrative matters, occurs 

frequently in industry whenever there is a need to provide expert 

knowledge and technical supervision to individuals who may work 

at locations far removed from corporate headquarters.  The princi- 

ple is sound because it allows local control administratively 

• nuCC    PAVNC   «k   ASSOCIATES 
INCORPORATED 



while at the tame time making the best technical advice and 

guidance available throughout the organization.   Thii type of 

organization structure also reinforces the principle of balance 

and guarantees that local managers will operate within the frame- 

work of corporate objectives and regulations.   (See Exhibit II.) 

D.      Conclusions 

1. The concept of Zenica Kombinat as a unitary organization 

should be retained and reinforced.   There should be greater 

emphasis on a functional type organization whereby Kombinat 

level group heads are responsible and accountable for ail 

personnel (wherever located) who perform in a particular specialty. 

2. The concept of profit responsibility in the SOURs as a 

motivational technique should also be retained and strengthened. 

The individual incomes of workers should be even more 

directly related to individual as well as SOUR productivity. 

3. Groups of functions in the financial, commercial and 

administrative areas should report to a deputy director who In 

turn reports to the General Manager. 

4. New tables of organization should be prepared based on a 

realignment of functions in accord with the principles of 

organization included in this section. 

BWUCC    PAVNE   •   ASSOCIATES 
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I.      HMMM deecripttona thouM bo eraeote« wttaett folly deft*» 

ti» autle», reteofislbllitias, authority ead riportino re let loa- 

aba»« for all functions.   That« dctcrtptloat thou Id be reviewed 

•ad approved by the inciMnbenta and by the aeatopjti+to Werbet« 

Council. 

t.       The revised organization operating effectiveness «ill re tu H m 

batter utilisation of speclallted per tonnai.   Ultiiaataly this 

«OHM be reflected in greater efficiency of production and 

reduced operating cotta. 
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IMI Hilt activity M)«« «realty eaoantied, M naa »it« H aorte d 
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la M iytteantlc eaoroach to Industriai «OJitneertna at Ben*co. 

Industrial engineering studies are maée they hove eoon 

MaouiHsry and without consistent effort or direction.   We tool that 

Haar« If a «•a* within th« fenica Kombinat fer a substontial lo- 

Owatriai engineering effort adequately »tailed with trained e*r actual 

ma rande ring services to all »actors of tha etoonsiation. 

Aaaaonoent of • facial Induit ria I enair* ering studies to tha 

" Institute" re »ulta in a project-or lonted eifert locking coati* 

aoity and follow through on Implementation.  What la neadod la a 

pro ^an-orient ed Industrial engsnoerlng affott. 
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IV.     RANNIMG 
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In »any cases the plans are basad on negotiation between 

managers of SOUR», and are sometimes fixed at levels which 

«ill result in a predetermined earnings for workers* rather 

tnen upon an engineering basis. 

Conclusion« 

1. Tne planning process is cumbersome and it requires six 

to twelve months for the planning cycle to be completed. 

It Is unlikely that changes or innovation! to meet con- 

ditions can be quickly reflected through the planning 

I. Planning must be originated end coordinated at the Kombinat 

level,   flans should not be subject to negotiation or arbitrary 

decisions,  flans should reflect something other then sett 

I.      Tne beai s 1er ssennène 

and past 

be expended to take tuie eon* 

c factors as well aa plant 

•   Consideration should be 

eeeds and witbin this frane- 

selected te yield 

€. 

•  —mm m mm 
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rather than past hi i tory.  Plans should reflect the tame 

lavai of efficiency in all production uniti» to that at- 

tainment of goals reflects uniform application of skill 

and effort. 

ft.     Production coals should include not only production, 

but also the required staffing to attain production with 

balanced workloads and effective utilisation of personnel. 

•• 
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V.      MARKETING 

A.      General 

There is very little true marketing effort at Zenica, and apparently 

very little marketing expertise in the Kombinat.   There is a tenden- 

cy to regard the marketing organization as an expensive overhead 

Item making a small overall contribution to Kombinat.   This is 

not surprising in an environment where all products produced 

can be sold and where prices are established at the Common Market 

price for steel. 

The objective of the marketing function at Zenica should be to 

Identify new products, product mix, and channels of distribution 

which will produce the greatest economic return from the use of 

existing plant and equipment.   Plant capacity should be utilized 

to yield the greatest possible return on investment consistent 

with national as well as company needs. 

Greater profitability and growth can be achieved in conjunction 

with more effective marketing.   To realize the objectives however« 

requires an accurate knowledge of costs, both actual and standard. 

We recommend that standard costs plus variance accounting 

procedures be developed and Installed so that actual costs are 

accurately known.   The questionable accuracy of existing cost 

fleures make effective forecasting and planning difficult and un- 

certain. 

• •WCC    MIMI   •  «•••ClAtf» 
IMC •**••*? ft* 
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Basic »teel production is scheduled for substantial expansion in 

the immediate future.   Production which is now 1,000,000 tons, 

will increase to 3,000,000 tons in 1975 and 5,000,000 tons by 

1980.   It is anticipated that 40% or 2,000,000 tons annually will 

be marketed in the form of finished steel products.   Marketing this 

quantity of finished products will require careful study and planning 

if profitability levels are to be maintained. 

In an industry which cannot react quickly to changes in the market 

place, it is imperative that marketing be made an integral part of long- 

range planning.   Marketing considerations should also be used in the 

establishment of annual production schedules, and plans for expansion 

of facilities.   At present there is not enough consideration given to 

marketing strategies at Zenica.   New product planning is generally 

performed by technical people outside the marketing organization based 

upon what the Kombinat is physically capable of producing.   Plant 

expansion is also greatly influenced by competence in technology 

rather than understanding of the evolution of the market place. 

Sales plans are generally developed by technical people and are 

based upon what the production groups consider they can produce. 

Yet, there are indications that some products are actually over- 

produced and then must be distributed in conjunction with other 

products that are easier to sell. 

In order to exercise a greater influence in the planning function, 

the market research group needs to be expanded so that greater 

emphasis can be placed on this function and better service given 

to ßOURs which produce finished products. 

kRUCC     MYNt    a   ASSOCIATES 
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At present, 70% of production is marketed through distributors 

who charge 7% commission for their service.  There is desire 

in the commercial sector to increase the proportion of products 

marketed directly to users to approximately 50%.  This goal is 

based on the desire to gain greater control of distribution of 

products and in anticipation that small users today may use 

larger quantities in the future.   (See Exhibit III). 

The prices charged disuibutors are identical with those charged 

when supplying users directly.  Thus, the benefactors of direct 

distribution in the short run are the users who will not have to 

pay the 7% commission.   The revenues of the Zenica Kombinat 

will not be affected. 

The distributors frequently arrange long term credit for local 

merchants, and also finance their own inventory stocks.   On 

the other hand, they often arrange for direct shipments from 

Zenica to the local user and thus collect commissions without 

handling or warehousing the shipment. 

The policy of moving towards a larger proportion of direct sales 

should be carefully reviewed to determine its effect on distri- 

bution costs, clerical and accounting costs and upon costs to 

carry larger inventories.   The immediate increase in costs must 

be balanced against long term gains derived from closer ties 

between the Kombinat and the ultimate users of steel products. 

• HUCC    PAYNE    •   ABBOCIATEB 
INCORPORATED 
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I.       Recommendations 

1, Market research should be expanded to that better 

information li available at a basis for planning. 

2, Market studies should be undertaken as a basis for decisions 

related to the patterns of distribution. 

3. The decision to move in the direction of greater direct sales 

should be studied as to its effect on costs. 

4. In Phase II the organization of market research should be 

Identified as well as its authority and responsibility. 

• nuce   #*«••«   • *»••*•**«• 
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VI.     BUSINESS SYSTEMS 

A,      General 

During the course of the survey numerous interviews were conducted 

by the team with managers and supervisors of the Kombinat and 

throughout the various sectors and SOURs in order to trace the 

flow of information from one activity to another, and to management. 

In addition, several such flows were diagrammed for greater 

analysis. 

There is a large volume of information available to management 

for the control and operation of the activities of the Kombinat. 

However, this information often is not available in time to take 

effective action; occasionally it is not accurate, and it is not 

organized effectively.   There is a need for several similar reports 

to be consolidated and summarized. 

It it recommended that more use be made of exception reporting 

whereby the managements' attention is focused on problems, rather 

than being required to examine very extensive data in order to 

discover problems. 

There are many opportunities for automation of business applications 

to Improve the quality and timeliness of information, and to 

provide management and operating departments with more complete 

more meaningful information for decision making. 

• HUCC    MYNE   •>   ASSOCIATES 
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Hiere are alto cages, however, where the use of the tabulating 

equipment constitutes a bottleneck for information which could 

be provided more quickly and at less expense on a manual basis. 

An example of this is in the receiving of materials where processing 

oí invoices is delayed because receiving reports go to tabulating 

equipment for processing and internal record keeping rather than 

directly to those who must authorize payment. 

There is a requirement to introduce greater quality control in the 

management of information.   Presently errors which have found 

their way into reports are not easily recognized. 

Organization 

There is at present no organization unit within the Kombinat capable 

to develop and implement business systems of the magnitude needed, 

This should be considered in any study of the overall organization. 

There is no staff qualified to undertake systems planning, design 

and implementation.   This is a significant problem and can only 

be remedied by careful recruiting, selection and training of 

candidates for a new business information systems department. 

The design and programing of computer systems should be separate 

from that for manual systems.   When they are combined the 

tendency is to presuppose that all systems are computer systems. 

• HUCC    PAVNE   A   ASSOCIATES 
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Attention il focused on how to use the computer, rather 

than on determining the best way to solve the problem. 

C.     Current Data Processing 

The Zenlca DP activity is typical of tabulating shops with 

normal problems of limited capacity and capability.   There are 

generally more services for this Bhop to perform than it can 

provide and as a result DP in the Kombinat today supplements 

manual systems with little invlovement by the department! it 

serves.   DP systems today do not have much of an impact on 

the overall organization.   The primary system now in operation 

is stock control and reordering.   Failures and deficiencies 

created by this system greatly affect repair and maintenance 

effectiveness through spare parts and material shortages. 

D.      Future Electronic Data Processing Planning 

The size and scope of the Kombinat Justifies a modem third 

generation computer for data processing work.   A correct decision 

was made to plan for expansion of systems into this area. 

However, as indicated above, there is presently no organization 

or staff qualified to undertake this work.   In addition, there 

does not seem to be a well-documented program for developing 

• modem computer technology in the Kombinat.   This is 

particularly important in view of the sophistication of the 
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•gulpwont comteniplatod and the problems of writing computer 

program» in English-based languages.   Development of this 

capability Involve! not only the training of the specialists 

who will provide the data processing service», but of the 

executives, managers, supervisors and workers in all arees 

who must frame the systems to be developed and then use them 

effectively. 

Although the selection of the basic computer equipment is being 

decided, the question of equipment has not been studied fully. 

Further analysis must be given to the specific computer configuration 

and the uses SOURa outside Zonica will make of the computer and 

the method of transmission of data between SOURs and the computer. 

E.       Manual Systems 

It is especially Important that the Kombinat develop a capability 

for designing and Implementing business systems which will not 

make use of the computer, since many systems will be too costly 

to "automate", or could be better handled on a manual basis.  This 

manual systems capability is not fully available to all sectors and 

80URs in the Kombinat today. 

Each existing sub-system must be analyzed to determine the purpose 

in terms of the total system, whet information must be provided and 

the best way to supply this information.   This process may or may 

not Involve use of computers. 

IRUCt    PAVMC    a   ASSOCIATES 
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la co«t)unetlo« with tln> turvey mm ••• tartta »•*• **•"*•**••" 

•• currently in uta •! the Sanie« iOU*.   t* «any eetet the 

purpose ©Ith« forni It limited and much Information It du pleated. 

Twining In lomn design and control should be a pert of the 

overall ayttemt effort In Phase 11.   There It ample opportunity 

for coat reduction, not only in the reduction in the number of 

form«, but in the application of exception reporting prlnctplet 

•lid modern computer technology. 

r.    nfrrK MWVWW 

Cotta and the timelineat of information could be Improved 

through method* improvement and clerical work mcaturement. 

When greater use it made of automation, work measurement c*n 

provide the Kombinat with a meant to accomplith a signiflcant 

Increate in keypunching volume with the tame number! of 

•taff.   At present the keypunch productivity it low and retultt 

in an unnecetsary limitation to the amount of service the office 

can provide. 

Scheduling it also a problem in keypunch at evidenced by the 

fact that overtime payments are invariably high during the first 

of the month, with little work available during the latter part 

of the month.  With the increased keypunching load which will 

be the result of increased automation, information tytterat thould 

be designed with keypunch work loadt in mind to that a more 

•ven flow of work can be achieved.   Falling in thlt. transfers 

Of pertonnel to and from keypunch to handle peak and minimum 

load conditions it recommended. 
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M» system ©f priorities IMI seen established.   Thés must h« 

M MM RM computet system it te be«ift retutnine; Ht investment 

delivery. 

tu addition, there •»*» ne detailed ^IIM of li*f>4ementetion fer en« 

atf that« applications.   There Is ne Kombinat "Master Systems 

Plan", nor it there the mechenitm established te maintain a 

Coordinated systems effort ever the prolonged period el implement« 

etlon end conversion te tût new computer, 

N.      fin—ce 

The procedure fer procès eine receiving reporta fer rew matériels 

is cumbersome end resulti in e delay in the receipt of information 

by the Kombinat finance sector.   This results in either making 

payments in good faith or in late payments to vendors.   In 1170 

&• penalty for such late payments reached four million new 

dîners, of which ono-half could be eliminated by more effective 

processing of receiving reports.   In addition to delays there have 

been inaccuracies in some of the information upon which payments 

are be sed. 

There is a similar delay in the receipt of payments by customers 

to UM Kombinat.   This situation can be improved through a system 

which would provide better analysis of customers* buying habits« 

credit ratings, et catara. 
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I,       AJllmvoft there IS a w—itk of est« eveileble throughout the 

i. it Is not in a form that it most useful to 

»ut.   TM! deficiency results in excessive costs, 

end frequently In unnecessary penalty payments. 

t.       Nil necessery to begin organisation end planning Immediately 

tm anticipation ef the receipt el the new computer.   A master 

•yttems pi*n s hoy Id he de ve loped using the "IDEALS Concept". 

flmt e>te>n should firstly determine whet information Is 

asmded hy management, secondly, how It can best be obtained» 

•ad totally, develop the detailed systems specification». 

(fee UHU>it m. 

t.       II tmrnsM not be presumed that the computer will be used in 

•very ce>e«.   ieme data cm be mere eetily gathered end 

deslr United m«nu*lly.   tepetate orgenizetions are required 

kl end computer systems development. 
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Vil.    MAINTENANCE 

The maintenance function Is a vital one for steel making and fab- 

rication Involving continuous uso of heavy and expensive equip- 

ment.   This importance is exemplified by the fact that there are 

3,561 employees in maintenance at Zenica alone. 

The effectiveness of maintenance operations is measured first 

by the results obtained as indicated by lost productive time and 

•crap or inferior products.   Secondly, the cost of maintenance is, 

of course, a factor both of materials and spare parts, and a 

result of utilization of personnel. 

The maintenance organization of Zenica Kombinat and at the Zenica 

•teel plant were examined in detail.   Interviews were conducted 

with those responsible for maintenance operators and observations 

were made both in the field and in the maintenance shops.   While 

no Interviews were made outside of Zenica, we believe these 

observations at Zenica were typical of the whole organization. 

Effectiveness of Present Maintenance 

The present maintenance effort suffers from a lack of hand tools, 

•pere parts and lack of equipment In many areas, as well as poor 

methods. The transfer of workers from one area to another where they 

•re needed occurs rarely. The number of workers assigned to each area 
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appears to be for the peak workload in a particular area without 

reference to similarly trained workers which may be idle or 

marginally employed in other areas. 

The preventive maintenance program with accompanying planning 

and scheduling is relatively good.   It is energetically administered 

and the plans are carried out insofar   as they can be with limited 

availability of spare parts and materials.   The main reason pre- 

ventive maintenance has received this unusual emphasis and at- 

tention is the extremely long lead times for the ordering and de- 

livery of spare parts and materials.   For imported parts, nine 

months to a year or more is required while parts made in Yugoslavia 

seem to average about six months.   This situation has led to the 

manufacture of 70% of the required parts internally. 

1.      Organization Problems 

Considerable redundancy seems to exist in the assignment 

of maintenance personnel.   The pattern seems to be that 

there is a watch standing group providing continuous   sur- 

veillance of each portion of the mechanical or electrical 

equipment used in production, backed up by a non-watch 

standing maintenance group, back up by a repair shop group, 

all for the same equipment.   The director of the Electric 

Shop stated that he loaned a few electricians to another 

department once last year, so such loans do take place on 

a very limited, informal basis.   But lacking a device to 
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•ccurately measure the workload and planned requirements 

of each unit of the organization» affective control and 

•fficiency to provide full utilization of available man- 

hour • la not possible. 

Considerable overtime is worked;  for example, 12,000 hours 

in the Repair Department in May,     and outside contractors 

are called for assistance with no organized effort to determine 

the availability of workers with equivalent skills being avail- 

able for loan or temporary transfer in the other five departments 

of the Maintenance Division. 

Another problem in the present organizational structure is a 

failure to organize along functional rather than area lines. 

It is generaly recognized that the functional organization is 

highly desirable and has the following advantages: 

a. All workers performing the same basic duties are 

grouped together organizationally, if not physically. 

Thus, they share in a professional pride and a better 

performance of their duties results. 

b. Due to a larger group of workers, more highly qualified 

professional management can be provided to give better 

supervision and closer attention to the details of the 

particular work being performed. 

• MUCC    »»AVNE   A   AftSOCIATCS 
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«• A career ladder is provided with promotional 

opportunity for the capable worker to rise to 

• level of responsibility. 

d.      In semi-professional work where e body of 

knowledge, principles, and policies exist, 

these can be made more available and enforced 

easier in a functional organization. 

Organisation along functional rather than area lines would 

leed to improvements in the following areas: 

a. fujfhasjnj 

There are three separate groups involved in the 

purchasing for the Maintenance Department.   The 

first is within the department purchasing non-standard 

parti within Yugoslavia.  The other two are in the 

Kombinat: one is purchasing standard parts within 

Yugoslavia and the other purchases all parts and 

materials which must be imported.  A consolidation 

of these functions would produce greater responsiveness 
to the problems of the department. 

b. Pff fogne! 

Each of the six departments of maintenance has a 

separate personnel department performing personnel 
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record keeping and related duties for the employees 

of that department.   Consolidation of this function 

with a maintenance director of personnel reporting 

directly to the Maintenance Division director would 

make the personnel function much more efficient and 

effective. 

c. Historical Time Standard Application 

Each of the six maintenance departments has a 

"Preparation of Work Section", where several people 

are engaged in application of time estimates to each 

work order.   This standard is important since it de- 

termines the worker's pay for that Job.  There are 

thirty-one people in all doing this work with apparently 

only nominal supervision.   This important function 

should also be consolidated organizationally in a staff 

officer who reports diroctly to the maintenance director. 

This organization will provide for a professional approach 

and reduce the possibilities of application of standard 

time values in violation of regulations and policies 

which apply. 

d. lanltorlal Services 

Cleaning ladles are found in each little section, group 

or unit performing cleaning and janitorial services with 

very nominal supervision.  One example of this situation 
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was a small power station with four watch standing 

electricians and two cleaning ladies.   Obviously, 

their productivity is very low. 

A janitorial department should be established in mainte- 

nance to provide these services for all other departments. 

2.      Spare Parts and Material Problems 

The maintenance pucha sing group consists of fourteen people, 

eight of which are buyers specializing In spare parts and four 

buyers for materials and other services.  During the month of 

May, they processed 315 purchase orders for spare parts and 

133 purchase orders for other materials. 

Twice a week all new purchase orders are reviewed by a 

supervisor from the Mechanical Repair Shop to determine which 

parts can be made Internally (make or buy decision).   Those 

items which cannot be made here are purchased outside.   This 

ts about 50% of the orders received.   The lead time on these 

orders is from three to nine months or more, but averages about 

ttx months.   At present there are 1,310 orders outstanding 

and 156 orders past the delivery date and overdue. 

The technical material group purchases standard spare parts 

available in Yugoslavia for all the ten SOURs of the Kombinat 

and is part of the Kombinat organization.  The average time 
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from the placement of the order to the receipt of standard 

parts which appear tn manufacturen* catalogue! li three to 

•tx months.  This group buys 70% of maintenance spare 

parts which are purchased, which is about 50,000 articles. 

At present, there are 230 overdue orders which constitute a 

criticai backlog. 

The Import Department of the Kombinat purchases Imported 

parts and materials for all ten SOURs.   Delivery times from 

the initiation of the order to the receipt of material have 

increased substantially so that thoy now average about eight 

months, with the quickest at least six months and many 

orders requiring more than a year.   The major cause of delay 

In the delivery of imported material is in obtaining approval 

for import.  This could possibly be reduced by getting blanket 

approval to import vital materials which would save an average 

of six months in processing each purchase.   Once approval 

Is obtained, the materials appear to be delivered in reasonable 

time« 

A summary o¡ [ tho status o i all purchase order s is as IOIIOWS: 

fialfiflojx 
Imported Standard Parts 

Ordered Locally 
Non-Standard Parts 

Ordered Lccally_ 

On Order too SSO 1,310 

Past Due Orders    262 130 1S6 

Percent 29% 42« 12% 
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Parts paît duo average 23.4% of the orders, but tha long 

lead timet required creato even greater operating problemi. 

The consolidation oí purchasing for maintenance would re- 

sult in a moro uniform and professional administration.   The 

Importance of these problemi il Indicated by the fact that 

20% of electric motors being repaired are delayed due to a 

lack of lacquered wire from abroad. 

Another problem which aggravates the spare parts situation 

Is a very timo consuming document processing and paper- 

work flow which may take several months within the Kombinat 

organization.   Much of this time is spent In Technical Services 

Department for preparation of drawings and related Instructions. 

The solution would be a firm 'make or buy" decision by tho 

Maintenance Department on each requisition within forty- 

eight hours of receipt by Purchasing, and a careful review of 

maintenance procedures to process requests and prepare 

required drawings more rapidly. 

3.       IraniPCTlatlon Problems |n M^lnfe^TOg 

Transportation li a constant problem Involving both personnel 

and ma tor lai s.  This moans that with the exception of de- 

partment heads, workers and supervisors must walk to job 

locations, often carrying heavy toots and equipment. TUs 
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UUlltMe Deoartawnt has algttiy aaoejla «to mat ansi* to 

)gh »it«» daily end MM» worker» welk *» to tare« attle» 

a* the beginning end end of each shift.  TM» walking is 

coniali tel y unproductive end resulta In • worker awing 

toady to »it down and mat and hav« hi» 'breakfast" after 

ily getting to the job sito. 

Toa Transportation Division ne» responsbtlitiy for ail 

vehicles including twenty truck i weed to transport materiali 

and equipment within the Zontea SOUK.   There aro alie five 

vana which aeat eleven worker» and two ere assigned to 

Maintenance, one to Machino Repair Shop and on« to 

Carrant Maintenance, 

Theee vehicle a era available only durine the day ah lit.  At 

ajgfit only thro« cara are available to the *tainten«nce weich 

•landing forco in emergency «eses.   There is no rodio oofttjel 

and all requests for dispatch are done by attor«. 

The workers aro transportad from the main gate» to building• 

•J fee SOUR at the beginning end end of each »haft in »in 

awees.   The buse» also make a round to the nain building a 

gf the fOUR av%ry half hour during the day.   When asked 

why a achedul« of every ton admit«« ia not maintained, it waa 

atetad that tlaare i» no need) for such a servios and 
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I,     Tilt Maintenance organisation is redundant with apparent 

overlapping functions in the shop areas. 

7.      A great deal of idle time now occurs in maintenance shops 

and other groups which can be reduced and better controlled 

by proper systems and techniques, 

I.      The present historical time standards are inaccurate.  Improved 

standard data techniques can provide accurate time values as 

a basis for effective control. 

I,      There is a serious lack of trained personnel in many areas. 

Use of engineered time standards as a training tool can 

develop trained workers in a shorter period of time than other 

training methods. 

10. Maintenance shops lack adequate space. Greater productivity 

par worker will reduce congestion and pressures on the limited 

space available. 
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VI».   PRODUCTION 

A.      Qgen Hearty 

The most important production area is the open hearth furnaces 

where steel is produced.   This department was most frequently 

cited as a problem area.   The specific problems mentioned were 

off-specification heats, and an uneven flow of steel to the rolling 

and forging operations. 

The uneven flow of production from the open hearth is the result 

of occasionally having several furnaces out of production for 

repair and rebuild at the same time.   There is an annual plan for 

rebuilding furnaces but the plan does not seem to have been 

strictly followed.   When furnaces are not rebuilt at the scheduled 

intervals more than one furnace may be shut down at the same 

time.   This irregular out of phase condition of open hearth rebuilds 

and repairs is the basic cause of the uneven flow of steel production. 

Based on the average campaign length for the last five campaigns 

for each furnace, the elapsed time between rebuilds averaged 

approximately 4,000 hours.  This is excessive and would con- 

tribute to low productivity and accentuate the uneven flow of 

production.   However, as a result of advice from Siemens-Martin, 

the length of the campaign appears to have been drastically reduced 

to slightly over 2,100 hours during the first half of 1971.   This has 

resulted in higher productivity and should result in a more stable 

production rate. 
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The calculation of the optimum campaign length is closely asso- 

ciated with the length of the rebuilding period.  While rebuilds 

are not carried out by Zenica personnel, their duration has a 

vital effect upon production.   In the recent past, rebuilds have 

required fifteen to twenty-five days which is 360 to 600 hours 

each.   The 1971 schedule calling for more frequent rebuilds allows 

considerably less time.   However, there is no indication yet 

that rebuilds are being accomplished in the scheduled Intervals. 

On the contrary, the time appears the same as formerly. 

Since the duration of the rebuild is so Important a factor in over- 

all steel production, the rebuild itself should be carefully studied 

and coordinated so that it can be accomplished In the absolute 

minimum time.   The complete rebuild of a Siemens-Martin 180-ton 

open hearth has been accomplished at the Brazilian National Steel 

Company in Volta Redonda in less than 100 hours, not counting 

warm-up time.   This excellent performance was obtained by using 

PERT net work analysis of each phase of the rebuild, careful measure- 

ment of all work and the preparation of phase diagrams detailing the 

numbers of men to be employed on each activity at each point in 

the cycle.   There is a possibility at Zenica of increasing production 

by more than 50,000 tons per year through shorter rebuild times. 

The rebuild should be carefully studied and planned to determine 

the exact numbers of each maintenance craft and the sequence of 

work to accomplish each rebuild In one hundred hours or lest.  If 

the contracting company is unable to accomplish this, serious con- 

sideration should be given to having Zenica maintenance personnel 

undertake rebuilds themselves. 
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»•     M\tm MUM 

The productivity in the blooming mill is closely related to the 

even flow of steel from the open hearth.   During low production 

periodi« charging cold ingot results in delays waiting for ingoti 

to attain correct rolling temperatures.   Our survey shows that 

appreciable delays are caused by this factor, which would be 

corrected to some extent by better open hearth scheduling. 

The shape of ingots was recently altered to obtain better blooming 

mill productivity.   However, the expected increase did not occur. 

There is a need to study the whole question of soaking pit operations, 

rolling methods and shear operations to develop improvements to 

actually realize the potential increased capacity.  There are vari- 

ations in rolling methods and delays from a variety of causes which 

could bo eliminated through careful planning and control. 

More than 10% of productive time on the heavy section rolling mill 

is lost through roll changes.   Roll changes can be accomplished in 

an average of less than one hour when two sets of stands are used. 

This permits new rolls to be installed and adjusted while production 

continues on the alternate set.   This not only results in more pro- 

duction time, but also in better utilization of both production and 

set-up personnel.  There is evidence that on the average 5-7% of 

productive time can be regained through using this technique. 

IMCORI»O»«TCB 
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Observations at the various producing location« disclosed 

greet variation« in the efficiency of producilo« between 

the various plants In the Kombinat.  There li every indication 

thet technical studies and better controls could result In 

substantial increases in output with consequent reduction in 
cost. 

fl 
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».     MATERIALS HANDLING/TRANSPORT  Onte mei) 

Wo consider materials handling tu bailo iteci production to be an 

Integral part of the production process.   The operation of cranes 

and railway equipment mutt be coordinated and scheduled In synchro- 

nisation with production equipment.   There is opportunity to increase 

efficiency In the use of materials handling equipment. 

In addition, maintenance of cranes and rolling stock prosent constant 

problems.  Examples were noted where production was seriously de- 

layed because of electric motor failures on cranes which wore required 

for production.   These considerations are discussed in further detail 

ir the section on maintenance. 

Reduced costs âne! more effective transport ean be achieved through the 

•Op!leatton of industrial engineering techniques to the transport of 

motaríais.  Trucks should be scheduled in accordance with priorities 

temcet production requirements and obtain optimum utilization of eqoftp« 

sjont.  Where rigid schedules are Impractical, the use of radio dispatching 

equipment should be considered for locomotivos, trucks and cars. 

Tno ose of conveyors to replace tracks is being considérée ot Dobe). 

tno limestone quarry, ani at tino«.  These fepmsent advances m 

sjMtortals handling techniques but core most bo taken specially ot 

to too that tno proposed system Is a Js seals for the 
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I.      QUALITY COHTntX 

Ccntidaratlon of th« orajanicational faciera ralataal to quality 

•to él acuta«« in UM ••ello»» on oroanáaation.  Wt hav« 

for nor« uniform quality control pvocoourat in the lOUfta.   ïhit 

it aviotnecé by ih« fact that too»« »OUIf tfo using quit« aophittl« 

tamalirtf procedure a t whila in other locati ont 100% insaectîon it 

A« rvle.   By making Ih« h«*d of Ut« quality control sector rasponsiaaa 

•Ut) «ccounUbl« for «11 quality convoi procédures, improvement in 

•ftoctlvanast tile cwMMtuently coat reductions should reault. 

At praeamt )0X of «11 e#*n h«*rth h««ta ara Uí-sp«c¿í>cetM*n, with th* 

•rtociaa) rt a ton heing incorrect carte« content,  Th« re« acut for that 

toca of control are aUííicult to unéeretamJ ainct tre a«M open haarUi 

•tectic*! »tant htoh hot matti charo«a ahouM miRimiïte unoortaiatica 

•stoewi «y variation a in acrep char««,   th« only pot a i h*« tmwki aient 

•to feat «We it i*aUfi«r««c« at te quality or that quantity «f output it 

latitai It Ih« a ne lu taon anal áairiaaant of quality. 
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TM ««ties *nd responsibilities ci avory position muH I* ciooriy 

aacw«mt«d ae that «very imtiviét»*! knew» prociaaiy Hi« »eoo« 

Mi limits «f hi» «wthority and accowttaMlity.   TÌHa will f«celitela 

•Mi M ve action by thos* cvmcmmé wk© can »et Mie carry out 

programs confident ©f fea»? cwn authority «uà roaooftsiyhty, 

W9 •tttMt» that tt» a»a»fjt of *m erf«ftl**tioft, cornai«*« m «very 

¿•tail, and U» docvmairtation of «kitiai *wd roaocnaifeélìtiaa oí 

«•a* »oaltKwi, will rehire cm« yew to compi«*« for t Warn of 

Saoiea perftonrtol working under guioanc« «MI direction of ft» 

m?4A consult*«* te*«,   W« l««l that, one« «rancióles and »rocoduras 

at* completely understood, Zemca personnel eon proceed to 

•atoa mint too rooroanisation without seecial coney Hing esalatane«. 
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9   At MMMWMV9 S* *j*j* eesty *f SSJT SOjpejr^^ N it 

sh«u)<J k« recruited awe trained fer this import**! 

the Organisation Department,   A total o< twenty 

*y**Mt* w9tsfn*r* and programmers should he recruit*«! and 

trained i« tystem* design and programment fee third s***rtion 

r*. 

UH* «row* »hogid develop • master systems »lim, *nd attflUith 

priorities for Hi« development and f*ogram*tiftg of systems. 

When the computar it finally delivered programs should have 

been written, compiled end tested BO that operations can begin 

Immediately,  li compiling end testing of programs is delayed 

•util after the computer is delivered much valuable time and 

will be teat vetting started. 

fis* final decision on computar configuration *nd peripheral 

equipment can only be mad* when matter tyttems planning 

hat bee* accomplished.  An important factor in this area 

would to* court soling Zenlca management on computer acquisition. 

ft» objectives of this program can be stated •• followt: 

I •      T'**ftá*f of Centre per tonne 1 to develop the capability 

to load similar programs. 

• •Mit    MINC   •  «•••CIATO 
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I.       Dealen «f apacUic lyiiwn far aaeipuHi •e«4ic«4iM», 

§•       Etearnawilwq aatd toit ef computar programs, 

9*       Envelopment «né inftalleticr oí aysteeia 1er scheduling 

controllino computer projeta. 

computer teotmclogy «né programmino; la to a 1ère« extent 

beeed on the Enfilen Unçuaoe, «11 Minteti of Ulli departí»«* 

»mould miììm speek English of receive intensive tramant in 

••ePnnwp • •Pew #} 

nenrtiwina frfr helf the group ahould r« calve batic training IM 

programming including COBOL.  Thii will probably in vol va 

foina; to special achooli aither In Europa, England or tha United 

•tataa.  Tha duration of the training could involve at »Mich at 

to four month a« 
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trim «M ot^looment ef tue MM• tor syst»»« 

orni fee éosien ef epœific ty stoma.   On« *f 4A consultent 

smsuM werk Mi eoof unction with two Centre consultants on thit 

fosse of tos program.   Tho trainino in tyttemt assign thou Id be 

five* toy the DP ¿A consultant ami would consist on thre« weeki 

of initial e Ut «room instruction fellows«! by « »proximately five 

memths el oo-tfce-)©b training.   At the ene ef thii period there 

•msuM be efficient expertise developed in client arai Centre 

pom nn«) to oooble the* te contimi without further specialised 

•oneultirxj assistance, 

MàVMÌ gyitftn 

Tot development ef meno*! ty stems stjouM be completely 

Upwte from to« development of e«Jt*§>u tori oso lystsms «né 

svonrsmmlna.   tome procedure t cannot be Justified for coo)« 

poter i cation «nel should be continuod on a manual be tit.   1m- 

pvowmentt end refinement of memi«! tyeterni should bo o» 

pjoportant port of toe overall systems effort, 

•ystsms ostión should consider toe computer et e tool to be 

»toi when it re pre »ont t the most effective way to procete 

étto,   tyeterne should not be desiano* on the srs su poo litio* 

of tes «01 of tno computer.  The first ttep it the eveluetion 

of ilo ne oit of the tyttem In terme of outputs.   Reel needs 

moot bo dttormined navios consideration tor exoeoUon repartios 
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Having Identified the needs and the inputs, the most effective 

way of processing the data must be determined, taking into 

consideration the  cost and time frame within which the 

Information is required.   If this involves the use of the com- 

puter, the specifications can be transferred to the computer 

systems area for design and programming. 

Closely related to the development of manual systems should 

be the measurement and control of clerical and administrative 

activities.  The use of work measurement for clerical activities 

will enable management to determine the clerical staff required 

end to balance workloads between individual employees and 

between sections.   The application of work measurement would 

Involve the recruitment and training of a group of methods 

analysts in work simplification and work measurement tech- 

Piques.   We suggest training for approximately fifteen such 

analysts who would develop and Install methods, staffing 

aitarla and controls for clerical and administrative activities. 

At In the computer systems area the objectives of the manual 

systems and control program should be directed to both training 

Mid Implementation.   Specifically the objectives should be: 

I.      Training of Centre personnel to direct similar assignments, 

I.      Training of Zenice personnel in systems design and work 

i sûrement. 

• •VCt    MfNI   •  ABSOCtATC« 
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3, Development and implementation of improved manual 

systems, 

4, Establishment of staffing criteria for clerical and 

administrative operations, 

5, Establishment of controla for the effectiveness of 

clerical and administrative personnel, 

Two Centre consultants should be assigned to this program in 

conjunction with a BP&A specialized consultant in systems and 

clerical work measurement.  The initial training in systems for 

the whole group should be the same as that received by the com- 

puter systems group.  This would involve three weeks of class- 

room instruction. 

At the completion of the systems training, the entire group should 

receive training in clerical work measurement and the development 

of systems of control.  This would involve an additional four weeks 

of classroom instruction. 

During the initial implementation phase the group should receive 

guided application and on-the-job training in systems development 

and clerical work measurement.  The period of guided application 

should be at least ten and possibly twelve months depending on 

progress and the degree of competence developed by Zenica and 

Centre personnel. 

• HUCC    FAVMC    »  ASSOCIATE» 
INCONP>OMATED 
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E.      Industrial Engineering 

The development of a strong industrial engineering department 

Is essential to the establishment of measures and controls noc- 

es sery to improve productivity and the utilization of workers 

and equipment.   The prime objective of the industrial engineering 

department should be to make it possible to man all new equip- 

ment incident to the expansion plans without additional personnel. 

Wt suggest that a group of forty industrial engineers be trained 

in modern management techniques, including work measure- 

ment and predetermined time systems such as MTM.   Coincident 

with training, a master plan should be developed for the organi- 

sation of the department and the areas of specialization required. 

Time tables should be developed showing the sequence of 

departments to be studied and the manpower required for each 

study.   The schedule should be coordinated with expansion plans 

so that personnel will be available as new equipment is installed. 

The objectives of the industrial engineering program should be as 

follows: 

1. Train Centra consultants to be able to direct similar programs« 

2. Train Zenica industrial engineers in methodology and 

techniques of modern management and control« 

• MUCK    FAVMC   •>   *»»CC»*TIt 
tMCOMPOMATCB 
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It      Develop engineered production standards for all production 

•fid maintenance opérations Including transport and 
»•tarlali handling. 

4. Establish measures and controls of productive efficiency 
in all above areas» 

5. establish correct staffing m each of the above areas, 

f.      Develop motivational techniques for workers whereby 

Individual productivity is more directly related to 
individual income. 

We suggest that four Centre consultants work on this program in 

conjunction with one BP&A consultant.   Initial training would be 

In methods analysis and work measurement and would consist of 

•t legist four weeks of classroom instruction.   Following the formili 

instructions sygtomatic study should be initiated in all areas of 

production and maintenance.   Each Centre consultant would work 

in conjunction with ten Zenica engineers under the direction of 

one BP&A consultant.   Each group should be responsible for a 

•pecific area such as the metallurgical section, fabrication section, 

RMintenance and possibly Job evaluation. 

The initial engagement of the BP&A consultant should be for a 

period of at least twelve months.    Evaluation of leaults 

and the degree of competence developed by Centre and Zenica 

personnel will then dictate future consulting assistance. 

• RUCK    MfNI   A   ASBOCIATCa 
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4. Soaking pit productivity wat carefully recorded and records wer« 

kept of the time each heat was charged, the time it wat available 

lor rolling and the time actually rolled.   Records were also avail- 

able of the time for soaking pit repairs and furnace down time. 

5. Analysis of soaking pit productivity showed a fairly constant incidence 

of furnace repairs.   Crane delays were also constant and resulted from 

the fact that when crane A was unloading a pit ¿it the North end of the 

yard, crane B could not load a pit in the same general area without 

causing interference.  There were no abnormal delay factors affecting 

soaking pit operations. 

I. The analysis of soaking times for various heats showed a different 

story. Seme heats were ready for rolling within 90 minutes; others 

required as much as 240 minutes to attain the correct temperature. 

7.      Soaking pit productivity in tons per hour is greatly influenced by soaking 

time.   When soaking pit productivity was correlated with rolling mill 

productivity the two were found to be identical. 

I.      Investigation of the reasons for the low productivity of the soaking pits 

which seemed closely related to rolling mill productivity, showed that 

the heats of long duration were caused by two factors.   By far, the most 

common cause as determined by fuel consumption graphs was the charging 

of cold ingots from Inventories maintained in the yard.   A secondary cause 

of long soaking time was delays due to scheduling mill down time.    The 

difference in the two delays was readily discernible from fuel consumption 

records. 

•nuce   faint  m «iiociATit 
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CMC tTODY - NUMKR ONt 

i Rolling Mil! Production Ratet 

Tilt production of bloom• at the roiling mil) showed wide dally fluctuation! 

M well •• prolonged periods of low and high production.   It was desired 

to produco on a nearly uniform daily basis so that in-process inventories 

were fairly constant.   The wide fluctuations in blooming mill productivity 

with corresponding increase and decrease in bloom yard inventories caused 

delays in subsequent rolling operations and excessive materials handling 

costs.   Management wanted to correct these lituations and eliminate cxceib 

costs. 

t\YPH*M* Pa*f 

1, Reporting techniques were initiated in the blooming mill to obtain 

carefully detailed records of the dally productivity with particular 

emphasis on the causes of production delays. 

1.      The records showed a fairly consistent incidence of delays for mechanical 

and electiical repairs in addition to regularly scheduled inspection and 

repair periods.   The magnitude of these delays averaged between 5% and 

7%. There was little or no correlation between periods of high and low 

total productivity and the quantity of unscheduled maintenance. 

3.      The *M)or cause of non-productive down time was in waiting for hot ingots 

to roll.  There was a distinct correlation between the incidence of these 

delays and daily productivity.   It was evident that daily productivity was 

greatly Influenced by the output of rollable material from the soaking pits. 

IRWCI    FAVMC   ft   **IOS(»TH 
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t.      further investigation was mad« at to why charging cold ingots 

occurred at irregular Interval* during the year.   It was found that 

cold ingots were used when open hearth production was low.   The 

inventory of ingots in the storage area was increased during periods 

of high open hearth productivity, and decreased when productivity 

was low. 

10.     Comparison of the production of the rolling mills, the soaking pits 

with open hearth showed distinct correlation between productivity 

in these throe areas. 

Conclusion» 

Develop and discuss possible solutions to the problem of rolling mill 

productivity.  Soma possibilities would be: 

1. Work overtime during periods of low productivity. 

2. Install more soaking pits. 

3. Get additional cranes. 

4. Improve railroad scheduling. 

5. Improve maintenance scheduling. 

i.      Schedule maintenance for periods of low open hearth productivity. 

7.      Reschedule open hearth maintenance to produce more even flow of 

steel production. 

BKUCf    MTNt    A   ASSOCIATE» 
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CMC STUDY - HUM« TWO 

fftOMXMs  Penalties for lete tavole» payment 

The leroe steel company regularly pays penalti«» for Ut« payment of invoice» 

of 4,000,000 dinars per year.  Th« manaaem«at feels that this ia an added 

which should be eliminated. 

1.      Th« procedure• for purchasing materials and payment of invoices ara 

at follows i 

a. A pur chas« order it placad to buy Material from a local vendor. 

TlM» order specifies the quantity and quality of Material and the 

tarns of payment. 

b. Copies of the purchase order are sent to the vendor and to the 

•OUR purchasing section. 

c. When the materia) arrives at the plant recai vine department 

the inspection department is notified to inspect th« material t* 

toe that the quality received conforms to the purchase contract. 

A receiving report is prepared for the quality and quantity of 

meter ia).  This usually takes up to twenty days. 



4.     The receiving report li forwarded to the raw materiali 

tookkeeplng section where the price» ore extended for 

the unit price and quantity received.   This requires 

two to eight days. 

• .     The receiving report is then forwarded to the SOUR purchasing 

section where it is compared with the original purchasing 

Older for quantities and unit prices and posted to financial 

Inventory records.   If all is in order a payment authorization 

is forwarded to the clearing department.   This requires six 

•ays on the average. 

I.      The clearing department checks the authorisation and determines 

whether the vendor has payments due to the company.   If all 

If in order the papers are approved and forwarded to accounts 

payable. 

f.      The accounts payable section sends the payment order to the 

senk which then pays the supplier.  This requires one additional 

h.      Gafieral lodger entries are also prepared in the clearing section 

sad forwarded to bookkeeping.   This takes six days. 

I.      Castrai bookkeeping processes the general ledger and forwards 

lbs the supplies department, which processes and forwards it 

to the machine posting section.  This requires one day in each 

•apartment of a total of two days. 

• MMCC    MINI   m  *«l»CI*fII 
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J,      The total time from the receipt of material until the vendor 

receives payment is from thirty to thirty-six days and 

frequently longer If the cash position is not favorable. 

The result is that many suppliers invoke penalty clausos 

in their contracts which is the reason for the large volume 

of penalty payments. 

In considering possible solutions» disregard any delay due to shortage of 

cash.   Concentrate on ways to speed up the system. 

Possible approaches may include: 

1,       Use of computer more extensively. 

I,      Work more overtime. 

I,      Make additional copies of receiving reports. 

4.      Eliminate some of the departments now participating in the process. 

• MUCK    PAVNK   *   «SBOCIMtl 
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CASE STUDY - NUMBER THREE 

PROBLEM:  Maintenance lor Rolling Mills 

A largo iteel company wishes to keep all costs to a minimum.   Since the 

cost oí maintenance labor is a very large item employing 3,560 employees, 

it offers opportunities for cost control.   Furthermore, there is a shortage of 

•killed maintenance workers.   There are vacancies for 282 skilled workers 

and new equipment will still further increase the need for new employees. 

Available Data 

1. The distribution of total maintenance personnel is shown in Table I. 

The current maintenance division is the largest single area. 

2. The breakdown of the current maintenance division is shown in 

Table II.   There are a total of 74 persons in documentation, preparation 

of work orders and record keeping, 791 are in mechanical maintenance 

•lid 449 in electrical maintenance. 

3. The rolling mills are selected for further study since together they 

constitute the largest single maintenance group.  The further break- 

down of personnel is shown on Table III. 

4. The old and new rolling mills ere not located together and are separated 

by a distance of approximately four kilometers. The sites are connected 

by railroad tracks, and by paved roads. 

• DUCI     MTMt   *   *»SOCt*T" 
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5, The labor pool it composed of individuali who can perform a variety 

of maintenance tasks including mechanics, welders, plumbers, 

track drivers, etc. 

6. Observations of maintenance personnel in the rolling mills show that 

there is at least 30-40% idle time.   This is occasioned by the fact 

that with the exception of the labor pool, personnel are assigned to a 

particular mill. 

Conclusions 

Suggestions for possible solutions for discussion are: 

1. Work more overtime during emergency shut downs. 

2. Improve transportation facilities so that men can be more easily 

transported between mills for emergency work. 

3. Assign fewer men to fixed locations and enlarge the labor pools. 

4. Measure the routine work carefully and assign men on the basis of a 

full day's work. 

5. Maintain a highly mobile flexible crew to serve In emergencies. 

6.       Measure and schedule preventive maintenance so that full work loads 

maintained at all times. 

• *VCC    NVHI   •   A*BOC*AVK» 
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MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATION 

TABLE 1 

Technical Services Section 

Outrent Maintenance 

Mechanical Repair Section 

Electrical Repair Section 

Energy Production 

Instrument Repair 

Spare Parta Control 

Other 

IIS 
1,314 

670 

406 

664 

111 

16 

Total 3,560 

«•WCC    »A«»«   • AKBOCIAfC» 
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TAttXlJ 

CURRENT MAINTENANCE DIVISION 

Cok« Plant 10 07 33 no 
•iittortng plant - 03 40 131 
Mast Furnact If 104 74 2S7 
Open Hearth 11 172 03 247 
Rolling Mills {New) 12 117 100 237 
Rolling Milli (Old) 10 02 OS 107 
forge 11 -t£ 30 145 

74 701 440 1,314 

»MMCC  »«iNc m ««cociATca 
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CUMEM? MAINTENANCE - HOUJNG MOU 

Mew Mill SMMÜL IfiitL 

Documentation It 10 II 

Mechanical Leed Mon 4 t 

Mechanics Blooming Mall 17 11 7t 

Lubricators Blooming Mill 4 t 

Mcchonict Rod Mill It 14 SS 

Lubricators Rod Mill 4 11 

Crans Mainte nane« 11 t It 

Labor Pool -ii li XSLL 
Sub-Total 117 ta lot 

Electrical Lead Men 4 t 

Electricians Blooming Mill 14 It 43 

Electricians Rod Mill 10 IS IS 

Electricians Wire Mill 17 IS SO 

Crane Maintenance 7 It 

Labor Pool -li if -11 
tub-Total lot M ill. 

GRAND TOTAL SS7 107 424 
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